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Track Listings:
1. What Not  7:20
2. Hexadox   4:03
3. Some Other Where 6:23
4. Haiti-B   7:52
5. Veer   7:15
6. Tarried Breath  8:14
7. Deepening Appearances 6:38
8. Opposing Motion  3:36
9. Snooker   6:09

All compositions by Brian Groder, except Haiti-B by JoAnne Brackeen.
Recording Date & Location: November 22nd 2013, Brooklyn, NY
Produced by: Brian Groder
Musicians:  BRIAN GRODER trumpet, flugelhorn;  
MICHAEL BISIO double bass; JAY ROSEN drums.
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REFLEXOLOGY unites three masterful improvisational musicians who have each developed and extended their own distinctive musical 
voices while also collaborating with some of jazz’s crème de la crème genius oracles (Sam Rivers-Matt Shipp-Joe McPhee).  Here they 
develop their own ensemble dialogue, pushing and pulling the compositions Groder created during a summer of self-imposed workshops 
with Bisio.  The trio twists and turns in, out and through the music for deep and rich renderings. Together, these improvisers, skillful and 
experienced-honed, present a true vision of past-forward jazz.

BRIAN GRODER This composer/trumpeter’s 
music is not limited to a single tradition; he 
draws on an entire rich musical history and styles, 
creating music that freely combines composition 
and improvisation. The CD with renowned 
pianist Burton Greene, Groder and Greene, was 
lauded as “Best Release of 2009” by All About 
Jazz. His Torque, with the legendary Sam Rivers, 
was named by Downbeat as one of the Best Jazz 
CDs of 2007. Last year’s fluiDensity with pianist 
Tonino Miano was showered with praise for 
the impassioned combining of 21st Century 
improvisational techniques with the striking 
rhythms, harmonization’s and melodic motifs of 
20th Century music. There is a long history of 
commissioned works within multimedia, dance 
and theater throughout his wide ranging career.

“Groder speaks jazz as if it were his mother tongue, 
but that also means that he doesn’t leave it as he 
found it.” –ImproJazz, France

MICHAEL BISIO has been actively 
involved with some of the best west 
and east coast jazz artists. An integral 
part of today’s New York creative edge, 
Bisio is a member of Matt Shipp’s trio 
who continue to gather world acclaim. 
He is always inventive in musical idea 
and technique, deservingly praised, 
“his responses and choices are those 
of a master technician; he gives each 
note unique shading and reflection, 
and especially with bow in hand, he 
conjours rich harmonies and deep 
warming resonance.” –John Sharpe, 
NYC Jazz Record

JAY ROSEN who has dedicated 
his inventive drumming artistry to 
extending the power and subtly in 
each creative moment. With all the 
diverse artists he has been shaping 
and forging new music, including 
the power-house, Joe McPhee, Rosen 
continues to redefine the “sense of 
dynamics” in artistic drumming,  
by “coloring the atmosphere in 
highly charged music”, while 
also being admire for being “the 
most melodic drummer currently 
working”-Tone Clusters. All markers 
for making him the perfect foil and 
partner with Groder and Bisio.

Artist Websites: 
www.briangroder.com • www.michaelbisio.com • www.jay-rosen.com

CD available on iTunes, CD Baby and Amazon


